Host Buzzard says:
The crew of the Seleya in their fight against the appearance of metallic creatures with the ability to absorb  and drain energy from other power sources.

Host Buzzard says:
These 'spiders' have driven out the inhabitants of the Federation colony Februis IV in the Man'dellan sector.

Host Buzzard says:
The system is now under quarantine, and the inhabitants of the colony are now 'safely' aboard the Seleya stored in one of her vast cargo bays.

Host Buzzard says:
Lt.Cmdr Hazzem successfully negotiated the beam up of the colonists to the Seleya and is now en route to the colony to meet up with another security team.

Host Buzzard says:
The newly revived Dr. Cameron and Counsellor DeLindt supervised the arrival of the colonists as well as seeing to their wellbeing.

Host Buzzard says:
CTO Lt. Darklighter detected a 'radio' transmission from the planet, after eavesdropping. Lt.Cmdr Masters decided to make contact with this Sqd Leader Collins of the Earth Combined Defence Force claiming she was from the year 2006

Host Buzzard says:
According to the Federation history files there was never a military organisation on Earth known as the ECDF, nor were they under attack by any type of 'alien or mechanical creatures' during that time, which leaves the question as to where does Sqn Leader Collins really come from?

Host Buzzard says:
A second team is being prepped to insert, taking with them projectile weapons and high explosives, they are about to rendezvous with the CSO on the planet.

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue Quantum Mirror***

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue Quantum Mirror***

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::On the surface, waiting for the CTO and his teams at the village::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
#::Is Sitting on the steps waiting for who ever she’s suppose to be meeting::

XO_Muir says:
::Awakens to an extremely bright light above his head::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Standing on the Transporter padd::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Stands in the Cargo bay, taking a moment of rest from counselling the newly-arrived refugees::

CEO_Masters says:
::Spins in the command chair, tapping the comm control on its armrest:: *CTO* Bridge to Lt. Darklighter, what's the status of our away team?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Is on the bridge, listening to the open AT comm links::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Looks around and sees Collins:: Collins: Hey! ::Walks up to her:: who are you?

CTO_Darklighter says:
*CEO* We're ready to go sir, just waiting to be transported

CIV_Kavek says:
::Exits his ambassadorial quarters after doing a little research from his computer, proceeds to the Turbolift::

CEO_Masters says:
*CTO* Proceed with your mission... and good luck.

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Decides it is time to go to the bridge again, so finds a Turbolift and makes his way there::

XO_Muir says:
::Rubs his eyes after awaking from what seems to have been a deep sleep, and squints as the insanely bright lights above his head shine down::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Stands and raises her eyebrows:; CSO: Are you suppose to be who I am meeting and how many times have I got to repeat my name .. I’m Squadron leader Collins and you are ?

XO_Muir says:
::Swings his legs off the side of the bed and sits up, his uniform jacket lying discarded on a console a few metres away::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Stands:: Collins: Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid, acting commander of the USS Seleya

OPS_Jameson says:
::Moves and sits in the XO's chair::

CEO_Masters says:
::Brings up the information that Science was gathering on the machine spiders and attempts to ascertain a means of disabling them::

CTO_Darklighter says:
TR_Chief:  Energise

XO_Muir says:
::Hops off the bed, acknowledging the obvious fact he is in sickbay, and grabs the uniform jacket from the console::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CSO: Oh so this is it .. Just you

CNS_DeLindt says:
:;Walks out of the Turbolift onto the bridge and sits down in his chair::

XO_Muir says:
::Puts it on and attempts to locate his combadge::

CEO_Masters says:
OPS: I wonder what a dozen quantum torpedoes will do to that quantum mirror...

XO_Muir says:
::Reattaches it to himself and looks around to see if anyone is there ::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Away Team materialises right in front of the CSO/CIV and Collins

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: No! My tactical officer is coming down with a few of his teams. But first you need to tell me everything about these....machines

OPS_Jameson says:
*CSO*:  We are keeping all comm links open with both ATs, just to keep you informed

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO:  Knowing our luck, bounce back off and hit the Seleya...

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Stands back a little confused at the AT:: CSO: What’s that ?

XO_Muir says:
::Heads out into the corridor and locates the nearest Turbolift::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@*OPS* Acknowledged Commander

CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: Are we certain that all the colonists are now off the surface?

XO_Muir says:
::Steps in the empty lift:: TL: Main Bridge.

CEO_Masters says:
*CNS*: According to our scans, yes...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: Squadron Leader Collins, please meet Lieutenant Darklighter, and Ambassador Kavek. These are our offence teams

CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO: Excellent.  So it's just Collins, our Away team, and our CO down there?

XO_Muir says:
::Scratches the back of his head and finds a closed wound there, still a little fresh and curses barely audibly::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Turns to look at the CTO, then looks him up and down and smiles :; CTO: And you are

MO_Cameron says:
::Sat in sickbay, going over reports of the colonists::

XO_Muir says:
::Straightens up and walks out onto the bridge::

CEO_Masters says:
CNS: ...and thousands of machine spiders, yes.

CTO_Darklighter says:
@Collins: Lt_Darklighter, chief of tactical operations on the USS Seleya

CEO_Masters says:
::Rises from the command chair, greetings the XO as he exits the Turbolift::  XO: Feeling better?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Stands up when she sees the XO, and telepathically feels his pain.::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: Ah... this is the time traveller. ::looks at Collins:: Collins: Are you a member of the Federation?

CNS_DeLindt says:
CEO:  Yes...  those.  I was more concerned with getting our people off before we bomb the spiders back into the Stone Age.

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Marginally.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Automatically reaches behind her chair, and gets out the dermal regenerator from the med kit::  XO:  Want some help with that pain Sir?

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Status report?

XO_Muir says:
:: Moves around the Bridge consoles to the Command Arc and nears the CEO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Looks at CIV:: CIV: Please Ambassador, this is not the time for diplomacy

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CSO; Oh an Ambassador as well .. I hope you can fight  ::looks at him again and shakes her head:; CSO: What is he ?? I have no idea what the federation is either, now what plans do you have to take out our friends ?

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Smiles:: CSO: Sorry. Do I have the wrong person? ::evil grin::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Still holding the med kit, she moves out of the seating area, but still in the command arc::

CEO_Masters says:
XO: We've established radio contact with a Ms. Collins on the surface, with the working theory being that she's from another universe or a different timeline from Earth's year 2006. Another team has gone to the surface, armed with projectile weapons and with a primitive radio for communications so as to not attract these machine spiders.

XO_Muir says:
::Nods::

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Outstanding work.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: We're not planning to take out any friends; we're basically here to help these colonists and retrieve our commanding officer and you seem to be a great guide for us

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Have you made any progress on locating the Captain?

CEO_Masters says:
XO: Just keeping the seat warm... ::moves towards the Engineering station at the back:: ...we have a possible lead. She appears to be around this Quantum Mirror, near Collins's location.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: I'd like to know everything about these bugs. My officers on my ship are listening to us right now, and I'm pretty sure they can develop any special equipment we might need

OPS_Jameson says:
::Sighs, and puts the dermal regenerator back into the med kit.  She then, again, leans behind the XO chair to replace it::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CSO; You’re not going to take the bugs out!!! Are you crazy it won’t take time for them to shift to another planet ::shakes head cocks weapon :: you best follow me to bug central then I guess

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

XO_Muir says:
Ops: Thank you, Commander Jameson... But I think the EMH has skilfully done all he can. (Deadpan).

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Walks off checking everything as she goes quite annoyed by who ever these people are ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs:: Comm: Seleya: Seleya this is Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid, we're moving in

CNS_DeLindt says:
:: Sits quietly in his chair, listening to the AT's conversation with Collins, noting Hazzem's literal-mindedness::

CTO_Darklighter says:
@::Follows Collins::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Signals his AT to follow him::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CTO: So what in the way of explosives have you ?

CEO_Masters says:
XO: If the away team fails to rescue the Captain, a last option to bombard the site from orbit still remains... given that we've rescued all the colonists and brought them aboard the Seleya. At the very least, phaser’s can collapse the cavern around the Mirror and bury it under rock.

XO_Muir says:
*CSO* Negative Commander Hazzem. I'm sending Commanders Jameson and Masters down to assist you.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@*XO* Aye sir, we're standing by

XO_Muir says:
CEO: Noted. I'll try to keep it in mind, should the poo hit the fan.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: We're receiving two more officers

CEO_Masters says:
::Cocks her head and turns to look at the XO, not expecting that::  XO: Acknowledged, Commander.

CEO_Masters says:
::Makes her way towards the Turbolift, holding it for the OPS officer::

CTO_Darklighter says:
@Collins: We know these bugs will just drain any kind of energy explosion so we've brought mostly plastic explosives

OPS_Jameson says:
::Follows the CEO::

XO_Muir says:
CEO, Ops: Good luck, both of you. Bring her back safely.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the conversation:: Self: Plastic explosives. Jeez. I say we fill this whole area with hot magma. 

CEO_Masters says:
XO: Don't run away without us... ::rides the lift to the Transporter room::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Shakes head:; CIV: By the time you guys have got yourselves sorted they would have copied themselves ten folds ::hears the CTO:: CTO; Good man you have common sense and Like that in a team member ::smiles and carries on walking ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
@::Stops and turns back to the CSO::

XO_Muir says:
*MO* Ensign Cameron, please join the CEO and Ops in TR1 for transport to the away team.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Smiles a little at the CEO::

CEO_Masters says:
::Arrives in the Transporter room and discards her combadge, picking up a replicated radio and a TR-117 before stepping onto the pad::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO/CIV/Collins: We're also thinking of transferring more heat than they can handle, it might deactivate them

MO_Cameron says:
*XO* Aye, sir.  ::gets his pack and exits sickbay::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CTO: They don’t just eat energy the rip raw material to copy themselves as well ... smart little bugs and it only takes one

OPS_Jameson says:
::Follows  the CEO's lead with weapons etc.::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CSO: And how are you planning to get all the bugs in the same Vicinity to do this ??

CEO_Masters says:
::Returns the smile as she addresses the Transporter Chief:: TR: Beam us directly to Commander Hazzem's location... or at least, as close as possible.

CEO_Masters says:
::Leans against the back wall as they await the MO::

CTO_Darklighter says:
@Collins: That would answer the question to how they multiply so quickly

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs:: Collins: Are there any volcanoes at "Bug Central"

XO_Muir says:
::Lets out a large sigh, and rotates his head around his shoulders, then suddenly feels a presence at his side: The CNS::

XO_Muir says:
:: Immediately straightens up again, forgetting the pain::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Talks aloud, but to herself::  Self: We need to find Tam...

Host Buzzard says:
<TR Chief> CEO: Aye Ma'am I'm just waiting on the MO to arrive sir

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: Bait.

XO_Muir says:
Self: That hit on the head may have affected me more than I thought.

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: Ahhh.  You noticed me.  ::smiles::

CEO_Masters says:
::Impulsive walks towards a replicator and obtains a backpack full of plasma explosives::

MO_Cameron says:
::Enters the Transporter Room::

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO:  I'll try and find a reading on the captain as soon as I hit the surface

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Sorry about that. ::turns mildly red::.

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Can you man the Science station, please?

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: We could have a whole line of explosives waiting for them. They catch up on the bait... and they find themselves blown straight to whatever artificially intelligent god they 
believe in. ::laughs::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CSO; I don’t think so .. There in the main core of some power unit .. There drain it in a few days ... other than that who knows I’m not a geologist .. Sorry

CEO_Masters says:
OPS/MO: Be sure to discard any communicators, Tricorders, or weapons with power cells...

CEO_Masters says:
::Steps back onto the padd::

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: Certainly.  I'm beginning to feel more at home there.

MO_Cameron says:
CEO: Already taken care o'that, sir.

XO_Muir says:
::Gets out of the Command Chair himself and walks over to Ops, where he can still catch a whiff of Jameson::

CEO_Masters says:
Chief: Energize.

XO_Muir says:
CNS: You never know, it could be your new calling. ::smiles::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Thinks to himself:: Self: What about concentrated light?

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Walks to Science 1::

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: More like an old calling.

Host Buzzard says:
<TR Chief> ::Hands the MO a TR118 :: CEO: Aye sir energising

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CIV: And then they will piece the back together :;sighs and stops:: think about this guys have you actually considered what you are up against ?

XO_Muir says:
::Nods as he remembers the CNS' duty record::

XO_Muir says:
CNS: You served on the Scimitar, right?

MO_Cameron says:
@::Beams onto the surface::

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: That would be correct.

CEO_Masters says:
@::Looks around briefly before seeing the CSO:: CSO: Commander?

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: It seems that you do. Who made these creatures? 

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Ever meet an Intelligence Officer named Kalen Croft?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Reappears on the surface::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CEO: Over here!

XO_Muir says:
CNS: His arrogant attitude rarely escapes anyone.

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: Not that I recall.  I was not on the Scimitar for that long though.

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Thinking, "I wouldn't be surprised if they did. They're human. They make problems then expect others to take care of it."::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CIV: Know ones knows but they’ve taken half our planet in a matter of weeks ..have we got everyone now ?

CEO_Masters says:
@::Approaches the CSO and slings her backpack full of plasma explosives in front of her:: CSO: Somebody call for an exterminator?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Smiles:: CEO: Sounds like it

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Heads towards Hazz, and the rest of the AT::

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: Sounds interesting.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Nods and smiles at OPS, and MO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Collins: what about concentrated light?

CEO_Masters says:
@Collins: Squadron Leader Collins, I presume... ::gives a slight head nod:: I'm Commander Masters, this is Commander Jameson and Mr. Cameron.

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: Don't fret. I'm guessing Starfleet nor do the Romulans exist in your universe. Otherwise, this situation would have been over with. Lucky for you... we've got you covered. ::smiles::

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Interesting is not how I would put it. Then again, older brothers are critical of their younger siblings.

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Remains a little serious::  CSO:  Hazz, we need to find Tam.  I know I’m stating the obvious, but we do

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Sees Masters and remembers the "Toast the Ambassador" session she had with Muir, scoffs lightly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@OPS: And we will

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@:;Watches the new ones turn up:; All: Okay heres what you do I guess, you need to get them all in that room .. every single one of them and then destroy them together and at the same time, any survive you being doing this process all over again ... oh I forgot you wanted to get someone out as well ?

CEO_Masters says:
::Smiles and sparks up her most sarcastic tone:: CIV: Pleasure to see you again, Ambassador.

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: I think I see what you’re saying.  Croft is your brother then

CSO_Hazzem says:
@AT: Ok listen up. I want all of you to attract them into that room with every piece of technology you have, plant the explosives in the room, then blow them.

XO_Muir says:
CNS: I served on the Scimitar myself, actually. I was reassigned here a few months after she was reassigned to her new sector.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CIV: An Amb with an attitude huh ..... I hope it keeps you alive

XO_Muir says:
CNS: After a fashion. Croft is my cousin, who was adopted by my parents after his own were KIA'ed.

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: And how do you feel about your re-assignment?  ::Keeps scanning on the science station::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CEO: Ahh Commander Masters you’re the one I spoke too ?

CEO_Masters says:
@::Peels the top of the backpack open and primes all the explosives to go off at once through means of a remote detonator:: Collins: In the flesh... pleasure to meet you.

OPS_Jameson says:
@CSO:  But how will  we  be certain that we have every single creature?

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: I wasn't always an ambassador. I've worked as a tactical officer since I was 15. And... I'm 116 now. You count the years.

XO_Muir says:
CNS: I love it here, to be honest. I was second officer for almost two years on the Scimitar, and moving to the Seleya gave me a way to tackle new challenges.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Offers hand for the first time:: CEO: So what do you do

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CIV: Your how old ???

CEO_Masters says:
@Collins: I'm the Chief Engineer...

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Chuckles:: Collins: 116.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Smiles:: CEO: Good to here

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CIV: Is that some kind of Drug that keeps you alive or something

CEO_Masters says:
@CSO/Collins: When activated, these plasma explosives might attract the attention of our eight-legged friends. ::thinks in her head: Perhaps we can hand the bag off to the Ambassador and the rest of us run to safety?::

CIV_Kavek says:
@ Collins: No. I am Vulcan. Vulcan’s live a longer and more healthier life style. ::chuckles:: Go vegetarian.

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: New challenges?

CTO_Darklighter says:
@::Walks over to the CSO:: CSO: Sir you do remember we have a captain to find, you want to get this show on the road?

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Those that come along with being Executive Officer.

OPS_Jameson says:
@CEO:  How will we know if we have them all in the room?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs:: CTO: Ok, we're moving in

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@CEO: Plasma? If there some kind of energy it should work. All: Have we any intelligence or combat specialists here or what ever you call them ?

CEO_Masters says:
@OPS: Umm... luck?

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: I understand.  Such as co-ordinating this mission?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@ALL: Ok, we're moving in

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COMM:Seleya: Seleya this is Commander Abdel-Hamid, we're going in

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Laughs a little, liking the CEO more and more::

CTO_Darklighter says:
@Self: Show time ::takes the safety off his p90 and begins to walk::

CEO_Masters says:
@Collins: It'll do a good job of levelling the place...

XO_Muir says:
CNS: To an extent.

CEO_Masters says:
@::Follows the CSO in::

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Not all missions are this... intense...

OPS_Jameson says:
@Self: We can do this, we can save the planet, and save Tam ,and still be back for dinner...We can do this

XO_Muir says:
CNS: The day to day managing of this ship is surprisingly more difficult.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks by OPS and pats her back:: OPS: We can do this

CIV_Kavek says:
CTO: May I have a gun?

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: I don't doubt that for a second.  A ship this size could tax anyone.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Grabs Hazz's hand, and squeezes it reassuringly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Squeezes OPS' hand back, and smiles at her::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
@::Gets to the room:: All: There’s your officer you want .... Right in the middle of it, your need to get there attention some how .. CEO: You need to place something to get there attention .. And then I hope that’s enough to blow the area ::pulls her hand gun out of its holster:; CIV: there you go

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Indeed.

CEO_Masters says:
OPS: Yeah, nothing like walking around in an underground cavern with enough explosives on one's back to level a city block in a desperate attempt to rescue one person and blow up some Quantum Mirror as well as a bunch of machine spiders. Maybe we should write a book about this when we're done...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@AT: Get ready all

XO_Muir says:
@::Suddenly feels as if he is at a job interview... or a counselling session::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Smiles:: Collins: Thank you Collins. ::puts the gun where he usually has his disruptor::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@::Looks at the XO::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Moves back to allow them all to assess the area::

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO:  It might even sell, but only if it was fiction, else  no one would believe it!

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: I guess its all in the hands of the Away team now.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at Tam, and sighs::

XO_Muir says:
::Continues tapping on he console in front of him, avoiding the CNS's glance. Counsellors make him nervous::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Looks at the CTO:; CTO: Or we can have a little fun and just walk in there firing and get you officer out :;smiles amused::

CIV_Kavek says:
Collins: I'm curious. These... bugs took our captain. ; ::thinks:: Now. I know she's hot. But gosh... what do robotic bugs need with her? 

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Indeed.

CTO_Darklighter says:
Collins: Sounds like fun

CSO_Hazzem says:
Collins: No, I want her to be safe, we'll have to sneak in

CEO_Masters says:
::Arms one of the explosives and tosses it down a nearby hallway::

XO_Muir says:
@*CSO* Muir to Hazzem, Status report!

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: You draw their attention, I'll move in and take her

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Shrugs:: CIV: Who Knows they will proberly let her die we never worked it out they did that sometimes with my guys

CEO_Masters says:
CSO: Right... just yell when you want the fireworks to go off. ::holds the detonator::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*XO* We're in position, we can see the captain. We're trying to extract her without disturbing the bugs.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CSO: You sure she’s alive ?

XO_Muir says:
@*CSO* Understood. Get back to me when the situation changes.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at Collins and stares::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*XO* Aye sir, Hazzem out

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Walks along side the MO::

CIV_Kavek says:
Collins: They wouldn't have the capability of... understanding the processes of the brain and reading memories... would they?

OPS_Jameson says:
CSO: Want me to come in and help you with Tam?

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: No need to be nervous.  This is not a counselling session.

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: No, you stay back. I'll be fine ::smiles a little::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: Let's get this on

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: How far are we from this... Quantum Mirror from here?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Moves closer and closer then waits for the fireworks::

CEO_Masters says:
::Hits the detonator::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CIV: Not that I know of CEO: 600 yards at a Guess

OPS_Jameson says:
::Nods at Hazz, and moves to the CEO::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: I'm not nervous. This isn't a counselling session. ::frowns at his own ineptitude::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Watches the bugs' reaction::

CEO_Masters says:
::Watches rock and flame light up the nearby hallway:: Self: Wow, that's hot...

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
All: You might find it to your advantage to move in and out quickly they won’t have a chance to realise what you are up to

CIV_Kavek says:
::Thinks the possibilities of what they could do to Tam are endless, makes certain his gun is locked and ready for action:: Self: To lower ourselves to these weapons... these creatures had better be as exciting as the next KISS concert.

XO_Muir says:
@::Moves towards the Replicator to get himself a drink of cold water::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Some Spiders scuttle down the corridor ignoring the AT and heading towards the explosive devices

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: And don't worry about me sensing your emotions either.  I'm by no means telepathic.

CEO_Masters says:
::Pats the CSO on the shoulder:: CSO: Perhaps Collins, Darklighter and myself should make it towards the Mirror... plant the explosives, and give you guys the best head start to get out of here?

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CEO: You want me to cover you while you set the explosives ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods at the CEO::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Spins:: CSO: You’re going to blow the mirror ???? You mind if I go home first ??

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: That mirror is your only way home, right?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Scoots to the side, as one of the creatures moved by her towards the explosives::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Nods to the CEO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Collins: You are, then we're blowing it

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: Well, like you said, we've got a deadline here... let's move it.

XO_Muir says:
@::Nods slightly:: I knew that.

CSO_Hazzem says:
Collins/CEO/CTO/OPS: Go, now!

CEO_Masters says:
::Brings her weapon to the fore and makes her way in the direction Collins nodded as where the Mirror was::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CEO: I’m with you CSO: Thank you and that’s proberly the best idea

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Follows the CEO::

CEO_Masters says:
CTO: This should be fun... got your explosives ready?

CNS_DeLindt says:
@:: Looks to the XO and then to his console:: XO: Sir, they are laying the explosives now.

CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: I do sir

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Follows the CEO:; CTO: Typical huh I find a guy that I think I might like and I don’t get to stick around::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Runs::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Excellent news. ::Straightens out around the corner at the Replicator, not sure what has put him in this odd mood::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: More 'Spiders' scuttle pass the away team. Although one does pause and seem to observe the CIV for a few seconds before scurrying after the others

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: There's no justice in this universe... whether it be mine or whatever one you call home. ::laughs::

XO_Muir says:
@::Grabs his water and heads towards the Ops Station, then activates a live sensor feed::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Looks at Collins and then looks forward slightly confused::

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees the CTO's look:: CTO: It's a girl thing...

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Breathes slowly, trying to time his move::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Smiles at the CEO:: CEO: Is there any justice any where, CTO: Speechless huh .. Typical male and I had such high hope that you might be different

OPS_Jameson says:
::Doesn't pay attention to the chattering, listening only for orders and instructions::

CEO_Masters says:
::Continues to sprint the final leg to the Mirror:: Collins: So... do this often?

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CEO: So these explosives will destroy the mirror and rip through to those bugs ?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Looks at the CEO and Collins:: Self: Women

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: 5 Spiders appear before the team with Collins and the CEO in it and seem to regard them for a second before charging forward at them

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: They'll do the job... might even see the blast from orbit.

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO: Spiders, 12 o’clock!!!

CEO_Masters says:
::Blasts off several shots from her rifle::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Raises his p90 and opens fire::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Giggles sees the bug and opens fire with extreme accuracy:: All: Move you have a bout two minutes

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The spiders are blown apart

CEO_Masters says:
::Slams against the ride side of the cavern wall and spins past the spiders as they leap, breathing quite heavily now::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Let's go ::Sprints::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Thinking:: CSO: I find it quite ironic... ::runs after the CSO::

CEO_Masters says:
::Reloads the clip on her TR-116 as they run::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CEO: Wish I could see it ... get those explosives planted it wont take them long to figure out we are here

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: 5 Spiders appear out of the darkness and slowly move forward stalking the CSO and CIV

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: Sir! Weapons fire on the surface.  Must be our away team firing at the bugs.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Collins and her team arrive in a large chamber where there is a 20 foot circular object placed against a wall, there are hieroglyphics all over the circle

OPS_Jameson says:
Collins: Good luck

CEO_Masters says:
::Arms the entire bag of explosives, and crudely tosses them to the foot of the Quantum Mirror:: Collins: Hope you have a safe trip home... so I guess this is goodbye.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
OPS: I’m not leaving until I know those explosives are set

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Stands by the mirror  watching the CEO and watching for bugs::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Turns around crouches aiming at the doorway::

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO/Collins:  So, let's set them.  And be ready to scoot as soon as we have Tam

XO_Muir says:
@::Sighs as the visual reaches its maximum resolution::

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
OPS: Who's Tam ?

CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Setup whatever explosives you can.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the spiders:: Self: Whoop a doo oop! ::looks at Hazzem:: CSO: I say we... run?

CNS_DeLindt says:
@:: Looks at the scans in awe ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Run ::Takes out his gun and fires at the spiders::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Hears the CEO and gets up and unhooks his explosives and starts to set them::

CEO_Masters says:
::Pulls the remote detonator from her pocket:: All: They're set... it'll be crude, but effective.

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
CEO: You want some help .. although I've never seen the before :;thinks :: Any chance I can borrow a few ?

CIV_Kavek says:
::Takes out his gun as well and shoots at the spiders while running::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: More spiders join the pursuit of the CSO and CIV

CEO_Masters says:
Collins: I don't think we can permit you taking home any of our technology. ::frowns::

XO_Muir says:
@::glances over at the CNS; this time it's his turn to be empathic::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO* How are we doing over there commander?

CEO_Masters says:
::Pulls some of the explosives from the bag and plants the small circular devices around the Mirror::

OPS_Jameson says:
Collins: The woman in the other room

CEO_Masters says:
::Pulls up her radio:: *CSO* We’re almost done here.

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Finishes setting his explosive:: CEO: Done here sir

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Looks sad:; CEO: Ahh well was just a thought..... Was nice to meet you guy’s shame I couldn't stick around longer but seems I have  thousands of those to fight

CEO_Masters says:
::Hands the detonator to the CTO:: CTO: You're the tactical expert ::grins::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The spiders are gaining on the CIV and CSO

CNS_DeLindt says:
@:: Continues scanning, noting the XO's glance, which he saw reflected in his console::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO* Good, we're making it over there with the big bomb, we're getting the last of them spiders after us, when you guys are done move out quickly

CEO_Masters says:
::Extends a hand towards Collins:: Collins: Thanks for your help... and good luck.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Feels sympathy towards Collins::

CIV_Kavek says:
CSO: I have an idea... ::thinking about shooting the CSO, so he can escape while the bugs take care of him::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Stands up::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: The CIV and CSO are being pursued by the spiders.  Should I beam them out?

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Shakes hands:: CEO: Thanks and if you do find any of my team .... Look after them .. There good soldiers

XO_Muir says:
@::Raises an eyebrow, then busies him self with some mix up in Turbolift routing::

CEO_Masters says:
::Nods head:: Collins: Will do... ::though she knows that the blast will likely take out anybody near this thing::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Curious if these spiders have a problem:: Spiders: Shove off! Don't make me grab some robot raid!

CEO_Masters says:
::Makes her way back towards the cavern hallways they used to get here:: Collins: Goodbye...

CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Break off and get to the captain, give me your combadge

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: That's not so much "should I" as "Can I beam them out with all this interference".

Host Sqn-Ldr-Collins says:
::Salute at them all and disappears through the mirror::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Realises what might happen to the other soldiers if they are still alive, and prepares her mind for the possibility of feeling their pain and death::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Wait.

CEO_Masters says:
OPS/CTO: Let's hope we're fast on our feet... ::begins sprinting back towards the entrance::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Tosses the CSO his combadge:: CSO: Have fun!

CNS_DeLindt says:
XO: Aye Sir.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: A spider leaps and knocks the CIV to the ground

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Looks back at the mirror and then turns and runs after the CEO::

XO_Muir says:
*Ops* Anya, this is Muir. Do you require a beam out?

CEO_Masters says:
CTO: Ready the explosives... the power signature might attract the spiders to the Mirror room.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Shoots the spiders away as he keeps running::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Runs as fast as her not so little legs would carry her after the CEO::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Falls:: Self: Oh great. I'm going to end up like Rosie O`Donnell. On the floor crying.

XO_Muir says:
*CSO* Hazz, this is Muir. Do you require a beam out?

CTO_Darklighter says:
CEO: Aye sir ::pulls out the detonator::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*XO* No, I’m getting them all in one room, then blowing them up

CNS_DeLindt says:
@:: Sets the transporters to beam the crew to the ship as soon as a positive lock is acquired::

CEO_Masters says:
::Lets out deep breathes:: OPS/CTO: Shame... we... have... to... blow that thing... up...

CSO_Hazzem says:
*XO* Beam the Ambassador, he seems hurt

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Spider rips and burrows at the CIV's back

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Is lying on the floor positive she can here noises of someone close and looks towards the door way with blurred vision trying to shout out::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Shoots at the spider::

XO_Muir says:
*CSO* Understood, Cmdr.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The CIV Misses

XO_Muir says:
CNS: Lock on to the Ambassador and beam him directly to Sickbay.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Scream:: Self: Damit! I'm too young to die. ::starts pistol whipping the spider::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Runs into the same room as the CEO/CTO/OPS:: ALL: Ok, everybody out, now

CEO_Masters says:
::Whips out her radio:: *CSO* we’re ready to blow this place... we're making our way towards the entrance to the cavern.

XO_Muir says:
@Computer: Activate the Emergency-Medical-Holographic programme.

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO:  Shame?.....If...you...say...so....

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: Aye sit.  ::sets the Transporter for maximum resolution and beams the CIV to sickbay and activates the EMH::

CEO_Masters says:
CSO: Ohh... there you are... ::tosses her radio aside when she sees the CSO::

XO_Muir says:
*Sickbay* EMH, prepare for causalities.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Banging at the spider with all the Vulcan muster he's got:: 

CSO_Hazzem says:
ALL: I got them after me, you guys get the captain and wait for my signal, now go

CEO_Masters says:
CSO: No time to play hero, Darklighter has the detonator anyway!

CEO_Masters says:
::Grabs one of the Captain's shoulders::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Moans in pain::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Good work.

CEO_Masters says:
::Motions for somebody to help her drag the Captain::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*XO* Commander, the CEO has got the captain, beam everyone except for me and Lieutenant Darklighter

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Spider skitters around the corner and advance on the AT with the CO

MO_Cameron says:
::Hears a low moan::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: Thank you Sir.

XO_Muir says:
*CSO* Understood.

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Turns and opens fire at the spider::

CEO_Masters says:
::Starts seeing a lot of the Captain's blood ending up on her uniform::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Fires at the spiders as well, covering for OPS and CEO::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Beam the CEO and CO to Sickbay immediately.

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Curses:: Self: Darn it! That's the last time I leave without my disruptor. ::looks at the EMH::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
:: Is slightly delirious from the pain but still moans as she starts to come round ::

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: Beam the rest to the Transporter room.

Host Buzzard says:
<EMH> CIV: What is the nature of the medical emergency

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: I can't at the moment sir.  Too much interference from the Quantum Mirror.

XO_Muir says:
@CNS: What?

CEO_Masters says:
::Crudely drags the Captain outside::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: They need to get closer to the surface before I can transport them.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Helps take Tam's weight with the CEO::

MO_Cameron says:
::Sees Masters dragging the Captain, and rushes over to help her::

CEO_Masters says:
CSO: Come on, let's beam out of here...

XO_Muir says:
@*CEO* Michelle, this is Muir. We can't beam you out due to the interference from the Quantum mirror. Move away from it!

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Keeps firing at any spiders he sees::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Throws his bomb in the middle of the room, and his combadges to one side of the room::

XO_Muir says:
@*CEO* You need to get closer to the surface so we can get a clean lock.

CSO_Hazzem says:
ALL: Let's go

CEO_Masters says:
*XO* What do you think we're doing, damnit... I've never had to drag a Captain before! ::yells into her radio as she unceremoniously drags the Captain::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Detonate when you see fit

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to run::

MO_Cameron says:
::Grabs an arm and pulls::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: There is large explosion from the CSO bomb, but more spiders appear and slowly advance on the AT's position surrounding them

CNS_DeLindt says:
@:: Manages to acquire a skeletal lock on the away team and beam to the Seleya, carefully removing any traces of the spiders in the process::

XO_Muir says:
@::Is taken aback by the venomous reply from the CEO...::

CIV_Kavek says:
@EMH: Are you kidding me? Is my back not bleeding? Can you not see the gash? You're supposed to be artificially intelligent? Dear god.

CNS_DeLindt says:
@XO: I managed to acquire a lock.  They should be on board now.

XO_Muir says:
@*CEO* Understood, Commander.

Host Buzzard says:
<Computer>CNS: Please refine parameters to cater for the members of the away team

XO_Muir says:
CNS: You... uhm... Have the bridge.

CEO_Masters says:
All: Who would have thought a woman could bleed so much...

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Shoots a way for the AT out::

XO_Muir says:
::Jogs towards the Turbolift::

MO_Cameron says:
::Tries to have a brief look at the wounds::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to run with the AT::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Laughs a little::  CEO:  Sadly, I did

XO_Muir says:
TL: SICKBAY, NOW!

CEO_Masters says:
::Reaches the surface:: *XO* Now would be a good time, Commander!

Host Buzzard says:
<EMH> CIV: And I was lead to believe all sentient life was intelligent yet, you continually get yourselves into trouble ::presses hypo to the CIV's neck::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Running backwards firing at the chasing spiders::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Hears the voices and recognises the CEO's as she feels her self being dragged but cannot get the words out for a reply::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Detonate, now

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: More spiders converge on the Away team

CNS_DeLindt says:
@Computer:  Lock onto their skeletons.  From that extrapolate their bodies.  Beam that aboard and leave the spiders behind.  Make sure they are biologically sound when they get here.

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Hears the CSO and pulls out the detonator and presses the button::

XO_Muir says:
@::Arrives on the appropriate deck and steps into sickbay::

XO_Muir says:
::Looks around to find the CIV::

CEO_Masters says:
::Drops her rifle and continues to drag the CO:: CTO: You're lucky you have better aim then me... otherwise you'd be doing this.

XO_Muir says:
CIV: Ambassador. ::nods::.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: A spider leaps at the CEO'S leg, sinking its pincers into it

MO_Cameron says:
CEO: I can't tell if the bleeding is superficial or more serious.  I need to get her to sickbay.

XO_Muir says:
::Steps up to the EMH::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Shoots the spider off the CEO's leg::

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO: Michelle!  ::grabs hold of the creature, and tried to yank it out::

XO_Muir says:
@EMH: We are about to get Captain Bolitho in here. Her injuries are severe and she will probably need immediate surgery.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The spider on the CEO's leg is blown away however the pincers are still embedded

CEO_Masters says:
::Keels over, landing on the Captain:: Self: Son of a... ::uses her other leg to kick at the spider::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Pulls the spider away, and throws far behind::

XO_Muir says:
@*CNS* Status report? When will the Captain and Commander Masters be aboard?

CEO_Masters says:
::Grits her teeth, trying to stand but unable to get enough support from her injured leg::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Assists the CEO in removing the pincers::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@*XO*: Any second now, Sir.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Spiders rush at the away team in mass, a black swarm chattering eagerly

CEO_Masters says:
::Pulls off her uniform jacket and wraps it around her bleeding leg::

CNS_DeLindt says:
@Computer: Transport the away team.  NOW!

CEO_Masters says:
::Takes a moment to remove her boots and tosses it as the spiders::

MO_Cameron says:
::Tries to stem Bolitho's bleeding:

Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> CNS: Confirmed

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Still firing at the spiders::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Offers her arm and shoulder to the CEO, so she can't kind of stand and move::

CEO_Masters says:
::Tosses her second boot at the spiders as she rises alongside OPS::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya's away team are beamed back onboard the Seleya, with the Transporter recycling over and destroying the spiders

CIV_Kavek says:
@ XO: Hey Muir. I've been thinking. We could send Collins through the quantum mirror. Blow it up. Then vaporize half of the planet.

XO_Muir says:
Ambassador: This isn't the time or place. We'll deal with that after the Captain is stabilised.

XO_Muir says:
::Looks bewildered as the Away Team materialises::

MO_Cameron says:
::Materialises back on board the Seleya::

CEO_Masters says:
::Suddenly finds herself missing half her uniform as the cold air of sickbay shrouds her::

Host Buzzard says:
The away team has numerous scratches and bruises from the spiders but nothing serious

CEO_Masters says:
::Settles onto a bio bed with some effort from OPS::

XO_Muir says:
*MO* Ensign Cameron to Sickbay, on the double!

OPS_Jameson says:
::Supports the injured CEO as they transport back to the Seleya::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Suddenly notices he is alone on the bridge::

XO_Muir says:
::Moves towards the captains bleeding body and picks it up, one arm supporting her neck, the other at her knees::

OPS_Jameson says:
CEO:  You cold?  I can get you a blanket if you need one

XO_Muir says:
::Lifts her up and brings her over to the main bio bed::

CEO_Masters says:
::Sighs:: OPS: Naw, I'm alright... just... need to catch my breath.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Whatever the EMH did, this wound is healing itself:: Computer: Replicate one glass of hard lemonade.

XO_Muir says:
:: Hits the surgical scanners on::

CEO_Masters says:
::Groans at her leg as she gingerly pulls it onto the bio bed::

XO_Muir says:
EMH: Get working!

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Looks around and sees he is in sickbay::

Host Buzzard says:
<EMH> XO: I'm a doctor not a plumber....

Host Buzzard says:
***End Quantum Mirror***

Host Buzzard says:
***End Quantum Mirror***
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